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Letter from the President, Eric Ast

update

                                                a Dear SOLARUNITED Supporter, 
 

In a global PV market, the PV industry needs an association that understands its challenges, 
goals and supports companies by paving the way for its future development by unlocking 
key issues.

SOlarunITeD, formerly IPVea, has now transformed successfully into a brand-new  
association, combining the strength of its long-time members and new contributors.

We are pleased to start in 2017 with a brand new and complete action plan.

Our Quality-working group is now represented in more than 20 companies and research  
centers. Our newly created end Of life (eOl) Management workgroup has started its operations and we are preparing  
to launch our next working group on one of the most crucial discussion points in the PV industry regarding local vs. global  
manufacturing.

reshaped as the Global PV Technology and Industry association, SOlarunITeD is the place for all actors, local, and  
global to network and contribute to the development of the upstream part of the PV value chain.

Our 2017 program that we present to you will now provide the industry with dedicated market and industry information,  
networking possibilities in key events, as well as a platform to increase your visibility, exchange with peers and gather  
knowledge.

In times of growth, market uncertainties, challenging prices and increasing competition, SOlarunITeD intends to increase our 
support to equipment manufacturers, components producers, modules and inverters companies across the PV value chain. 

SOlarunITeD wishes you a fruitful SneC in Shanghai and we will be happy to welcome you as members, sponsors or  
simply as participants in the numerous activities planned this year.

Best regards, 

Eric Ast
Chairman SOLARUNITED

Meet us in Shanghai
u SNEC 2017, SolarUNitEd Booth Hall N3, No. 550
u SNEC 2017, industry Workshop april 20, 2017, 4:45 pm: Gaëtan Masson, Becquerel institute/EtiP
 “the Evolution on the Global PV Market: From Costs to installations”
u  SolarUNitEd Networking Party – By invitation only
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Tackling the Key Industry  
Challenges in 2017

especially in europe with key regulations, paves the way for 
a sustainable recycling of PV components at the end of their 
lifetime. However, this is not the end of the story: end of life 
could also mean adapting business models, repowering 
PV plants and creating a second life for PV components. 
exploring the possibilities for recycling opens the door for 
more competitive business models were the valuation of the 
product at the end of each of its life cycles becomes a key 
aspect of the financials. The working group of SOlarunITeD 
dedicated to end of life is starting its activities.

The third challenge imposed to the industry is the globalization 
of the markets and the PV industry. From an industry  
concentrated in europe for european markets, PV shifted 
to a global market with dozens of key countries today  
and 100 in a few years from now, on all continents. The 
industry which moved rapidly to asia is questioning itself 
about localization vs. globalization, amidst growing political 
constraints and declining prices making shipment relatively 
more expensive. The debate is again vivid between tenants 
of vertically integrated manufacturing and specialized or 
localized production. This is the subject of the third working 
group that SOlarunITeD is setting up. This is also one of 
the subjects that our partner, the european PV technology 
& Innovation Platform for Photovoltaics will highlight during 
its annual conference organized this year in Brussels, May 
19, about PV Manufacturing in europe.

Obviously, the challenges behind the PV industry are  
numerous and cannot be summarized in these three  
key questions. Business models for decentralized PV  
production, including self-consumption enablers and  
storage, access to electricity markets and merit order 
issues, technology choices, and many other subjects will 
contribute to shape the PV industry in the coming years.

For years, the PV industry encountered numerous challenges 
to solve the difficult equation of sustainable growth. Markets 
went global so fast that looking back five years in the  
past the PV markets and industry were significantly different. 
With more than 75 GW installed in 2016 per the PV  
Market alliance, the growth of the global PV market was 
accompanied by a significant price decrease for PV modules. 
These two events are usually not expected to happen at 
the same time since an increase in demand is supposed  
to trigger a price increase. The complete explanation is 
complex and the increase of production capacities is only 
one part of the equation. Concisely, the PV industry jumps 
from one challenge to another, and more is expected to come.

The first of these challenges is the need for understanding 
quality issues. looking at official positions from industry 
stakeholders, one could believe that the PV industry suffers 
from acute schizophrenia. On the one hand, we claim for  
years that PV plants are a low-risk investment where the 
understanding of failure causes has increased the reliability 
the highest level. On the other hand, the question of quality 
has never been more discussed than these days. The  
reality lies as always in between these two extremes. Many 
root causes of failures have been identified and corrected 
and the other ones are being studied. With new materials, 
new installations procedures and new technologies, the  
PV industry evolves and requires a continuous effort to 
adapt its products. In that respect, the working group of 
SOlarunITeD devoted quality is exploring ways to input 
the industrial part of the PV value chain with performance 
and failure information from the field.

The second challenge requires to properly manage the  
end of life of PV systems for several key reasons. The first 
one that has been explored in depth in the last years,  
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Introduction of SOLARUNITED’s 
New Workgroups 
   End-of-Life (EOL) Recycling Workgroup  
 
Photovoltaics (PV) technology has made significant penetration into the renewable energy market since 
the early 1990’s and global installed capacity is expected to reach about 700 gigawatts (GW) by the end 
of 2020.  

The life expectancy of a PV module is now 25 + years but  
it can be assumed that many of the earlier modules could 
be retired soon, or replaced with new and more efficient 
low cost PV technologies.  

a pro-active issue now needs to be found on how to  
decommission these modules and how to sensibly dispose 
or preferably recycle these materials in a sustainable way 
without causing new environmental implications.  

SOlarunITeD intends to bring the key stake holders  
together to define best practices for eOl panel disposal  
that will set the global standard for the PV industry for 
decades to come.

Partner to be included 
u Module manufactures 
u Institutions 
u research entities 
u Testing laboratories 
u Investors  
u Banks
u recycling entities 
u raw Material Suppliers 

SCOPe OF WOrK
To create an industrial platform for discussion on eOl with 
the following purposes:
u Collect data and experiences from the different working  
 groups on eOl
u Collect the experiences at institutional level in the  
 different countries
u Quantify the financial cost/benefit balance for the  
 different strategies
u Quantify the environmental impact  
u Identify the area of possible intervention to
 u Minimize the environmental impact
 u Improve the financial benefit of recycling modules
u Translate the different findings into recommendation  
 for really good industrial practices
u Promote initiative to disseminate the culture of design  
 for recycling and increase consciousness (seminars,  
 workshops, white paper, press releases…)

interested in our Workgroups –  Contact: 

Workgroup Coordinator: g.masson@becquerelinstitute.org
Quality Committee: lac@evasa.net
Manufacturing Workgroup: cherradi@desert-technologies.com
Eol: lMarras@coveme.com  |  jan.grimberg@dsm.com
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update

Local Manufacturing Workgroup 

localized manufacturing can be an important element of a 
move to a renewable energy system that is not dependent 
on imports. In fact, it will:
u Insure the energy security
u The creation of green jobs that do not exist and will not  
 exist without that new technology 
u Will create wealth, improve the quality of life and develop  
 the social life
u allow the appropriation of new technology and its  
 inclusion into the national industrial structure
u Develop and strengthen the research & development.

The aim of the working group is to assess:
u The impact of using local manufacturing
u The opportunities and challenges for localizing solar  
 PV manufacturing 
u Competing in the global solar PV manufacturing industry
u The industrial business model and the level of integration
u economies of scale in the PV industry
u The role of equipment manufacturers 
u The role of the raw materials supply
u Industry sophistication and innovation potential
u analyzing legitimacy and effectiveness of local  
 manufacturing
u Potential benefits of local solar PV manufacturing
u The impact of the local market, its size and stability.

It is well understood when a country decides to launch a new 
project, especially at a large scale, to take into consideration 
how the country could fully benefit from it. Moreover, when 
the project is the energy, the concern become predominant. 

Currently, the environmental awareness and the climate 
change increase. leading nations admit that we are addicted  
to oil, but investment into alternatives has become an  
emergency. The switch to clean and renewable energies  
turn to be a necessity. 

Besides, dependence on external sources of energy has 
political and economic implications. The use of a region’s 
natural resources increases the security of energy supply by 
ensuring a constant (known and friendly) source of energy. 
as such, governments will control own sources of energy  
so that their economies are less sensitive to geopolitical  
conditions, volatility of the global oil markets and the reality  
of a diminishing supply of fossil fuels.

Based on that, the local content provisions should be taken 
not only in the manner to boost domestic manufacturing  
and jobs by requiring that a certain percentage of local 
goods and services are used in renewable energy projects  
to be eligible for government support. rather, as a key for  
the energy independency by a total and full control of the 
energy production.

SOLARUNITED PV Quality Workgroup

objective sought for the various studies planned. Where power 
production is intimately linked to the sustainability of the 
investment, the importance of visual defects as potential 
precursor to power loss has been often neglected. The link 
between visual defects and power loss and safe operation 
has not so far been well investigated for lack of data on visual 
defects. Some attempts have been made and require more 
inputs. We are working to identify how defects may progress 
from visual clues to operational problems. To appropriately 
assess impact and progression potential, we will identify that 
defects should be categorized accurately. Thereafter, we will 
highlight minimum requirements for statistical representation. 
a procedure will be outlined and applied to a case study to 
show how the methodology may be applied.

This workgroup is seeking to ground a data collection 
method to generate homogeneous data sets which will allow 
for large data gathering across the globe and subsequent 
analysis of the resulting trends.

SOlarunITeD brought together a group of companies 
spanning the value chain from material suppliers to down-
stream consulting companies and ePCs. The objective of this 
group is determining the best way to gather defect statistics 
in the field and to highlight methods for solar park inspection 
to harmonize the way in which defect statistics are gathered 
and ultimately allow for an analysis of field based trends.
Drawing on previous studies brought together by PVPS, the 
Solar Bankability Group and others, we have determined the 
strengths and weaknesses of the various data sets already 
available. We are building on the experience of the materials 
suppliers to highlights the important failure mechanisms  
O&M companies and investors should be aware of.

Finally, we also harnessed the expertise of consultants called 
to assess and investigate failures in the field. Clearly, the  
type of defect and manner in which defects are counted 
remains inconsistent. The lack of consistency spans from  
the complexity of the problems seen as well as the overall  
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Europe in Photovoltaics 

europe has much to offer in photovoltaics and photovoltaics has great potential 
in europe. The european PV sector covers the entire value chain: advanced 
materials, processes and production equipment, high-end cell and module 
manufacturing, smart electronics for power conversion and ancillary services, 
easy-to-install Balance-of-System components, solutions for building integration, 
new financing and business models, optimized operation and maintenance 

strategies, cradle-to-cradle approaches, and much more, including high-skilled professionals. It has an industry track record 
of more than four decades and valuable experience in all aspects of PV production and use. 

The PV industry has greatly benefited from the excellent innovation ecosystem that has been built up in several eu member 
states and from the fruitful cooperation between private and public stakeholders on a european level. research and  
development are world class, as is demonstrated by the many PV innovations that are rooted in europe as well as by record 
performance of many novel PV technologies. On the deployment side, the pioneering and ground-breaking role of european 
countries in developing large-scale markets for PV has not only triggered spectacular cost reduction of PV systems and 
electricity generation, but has also put PV on the map as one of the most important building blocks for a sustainable energy 
system. not just in the long term, but starting already today. 

PV is a versatile element for attractive integration in our cities of the future, a modular technology to construct power plants 
from kilowatt- to gigawatt-sizes, an option for combination with roads and railways and perhaps even the partner of wind 
power plants in big offshore energy complexes. Competitive PV to cover the growing electricity demand, but increasingly  
also for “power to X” (P2X) helping to make other forms of energy consumption more sustainable as well. Power to heat, 
power to fuels and power to products. 

The european Technology and Innovation Platform for Photovoltaics (eTIP PV) supports the european PV sector in realizing 
its ambition to successfully address this global multi-terawatt PV challenge and to seize the great opportunities that come 
with it. 

We welcome you to europe (to join us in this wonderful endeavor)!

Marko Topic
Wim C. Sinke, Gaëtan Masson 
European Technology and Innovation Platform Photovoltaics

Day 1: By Invitation only – Conference Program on May 18, 2017* 

09.30-13.00     eTIP PV Steering Committee Meeting and Policy Debate
14:00-16:30     Meeting with Member States Platforms and national PV associations

17:00-19:00     Policy Debate
Introduction and debate opening – Marko Topic – eTIP PV Chairman
Moderation – Gaëtan Masson – eTIP PV Vice-Chairman

Subject: Manufacturing in europe is a key policy topic. not only for the PV industry is manufacturing a key element of 
the political commitment to let PV unlock and support the energy transition. national and european industrial policies 
are at the core of the policy debate. However, the question how it can translate into concrete policy decisions at a 
european level is a much more challenging debate. Panel Debate with Piotr Tulej, european Commission, Xavier Daval, 
Ser-Soler, Jose Donoso, uneF, Gianni Chianetta (invited), Italia Solare, James Watson (invited), Solar Power europe,
eric ast, Solar united

18 May 2017, Conference on PV Manufacturing Europe, Brussels, Belgium

* Subject to change



Register Now: 19 May 2017, PV Manufacturing Europe, Brussels, Belgium

Conference Program Day 2 on May 19, 2017* 

12:45 Lunch Break

14:00-15:30 Session 3: Technology Game Changers 
for Manufacturing in Europe?
Moderation: Wim Sinke – eCn, Vice-Chairman eTIP PV
Subject: With a large part of the PV value chain in asia, 
which are the technologies that could ensure some  
manufacturing developments in europe in the coming 
years. This session will discuss whether new developments 
could economically make sense for manufacturing in  
europe and how key european actors could benefit from it.

Presentations:
u KIC Innoenergy
u Milan nietschke (invited), SolarWorld

Panel discussion: 
u enel Green Power
u ernesto Macias, SolarWatt
u Philippe Malbranche, Cea-IneS
u Thomas Boecke (invited), von ardenne
u Jörg Palm (invited), aVanCIS

15:30 Coffee & Tea Break

16:00-17:00 Session 4: Panel Discussion –  
Global Actors with European Know-how: What 
Makes Europe Attractive for Global Companies?
Moderator: Gaëtan Masson
Subject: Several european countries are known for their 
expertise in manufacturing quality products, not only in 
the PV sector. But could europe be attractive enough  
for manufacturing PV components and which ones?

Panelists:
u luc de Marliave, Total
u David Müller (invited), Merck
u Bernhard Dimmler (invited), Manz
u Stephan Padlewski, Dupont

17:00-17:15 Closing Remarks 
Marko Topic, eTIP PV Chairman

09:00 Opening 
Marko Topic, eTIP PV Chairman

09:15 Session 1: A Global and European Overview  
of PV Markets and Industry
Moderation by Bryan ekus – SOlarunITeD
Subject: The rapid evolution of the PV markets has  
hardly been foreseen by energy expert and starts to be 
understood by policy makers. Will PV accelerate the  
energy transition? Will it require technological and economic 
improvements to shift from a promise to a sustainable 
future deployment? This session will highlight different 
perspectives about the PV markets and industry  
developments, showing how cost and prices evolved faster 
than expected and how today’s PV can pave the way for 
the complex and challenging energy transition in europe.

Presentations:
u Paolo Frankl (invited), Iea
u arnulf Jaeger-Waldau, eC JrC
u Christoph Hünnekes, PV TWG Chairman
u Christian Breyer, luT
u Gaëtan Masson, Becquerel, eTIP PV Vice-Chair

10:45 Coffee & Tea Break

11:15-12:45  Session 2: PV R&D and Technology Status
Moderation: Marko Topic
Subject: What the term “photovoltaics” means consists  
of several technologies, different manufacturing processes 
and a large variety of final products that can cover different 
applications. From utility-scale PV in desert areas to BIPV 
integrated into the roofs, PV technology evolves and its 
evolutions are as diverse as the possible applications.  
This session will browse state-of-the-art PV technologies.

Presentations:
u Stefan Glunz (invited), Fraunhofer ISe
u andreas Wade, PV THIn
u Gehrard Strobl, azurspace

Panel discussion: 
u Peter Wohlfart, SInGuluS TeCHnOlOGIeS aG
u Jef Poortmans, IMeC
u Benjamin Strahm (invited), Meyer Burger

PV Manufacturing in Europe Conference
18 & 19 May 2017 • BIP, Rue Royale 2-4, Brussels

* Subject to change 7
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The PV Market Alliance 
PV & Energy Storage Market Brief Asia

June 1, 2017, Munich, Germany

   Opportunities for PV business – The Asian Case

Supported by

2016 Regional PV Market  

Europe

Middle-East & Africa

Americas

Asia

Data Source: PVMA/APVIA 1Q 2017 Market Report.
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according to the PV Market alliance (PVMa), asia installed 
more than 50 GW of PV power generation capacities and  
represents 2/3 of the total global demand in 2016. 

at the same time, asia is home to more than 90 % of existing 
global production capacities for wafer, cells and modules. 
This situation makes asia one of the most attractive place to 
invest in the PV business. This workshop will look at what will 
happen in the coming years, opportunities and challenges in 
the heart of the PV market and industry. 

enjoying a prominent position in the global PV market, to 
date numerous asian countries are increasingly promoting 
the build-up of a domestic electrical energy storage (ees) 
manufacturing industry for both e-mobility and stationary 
purposes. 

recent development suggests that asia will be home to  
the largest manufacturing capacities and due to existing and 
anticipated deployment schemes most likely will become  
the largest global market soon. 

This official side-event of Intersolar europe organized by 
PVMa and supported by aPVIa, the asian PV Industry 
association & SOlarunITeD will shed light on the latest 
developments in the PV and energy storage markets across 
countries such as australia, China, India and Japan.

Please visit www.pvmarketalliance.com for more  
information  

2016 Regional PV Market Split
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Benefits for Members: Member 
Pavillion at 33rd EUPVSEC
   RAI, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, Exhibition: 25 September – 28 September 2017 

By exhibiting through SOlarunITeD member pavilion program, you can take part in this important trade fair without any  
of the challenges that you could face on your own.  SOlarunITeD is with you every step of the way. For members want-
ing just a limited presence, you can exhibit in a shared space with a banner and literature. all SOlarunITeD members receive 
access to the SOlarunITeD lounge with refreshments, meeting space, and internet connection. By exhibiting through  
SOlarunITeD member pavilion program, you can take part in this important trade fair without any of the challenges that 
you could face on your own.  SOlarunITeD is with you every step of the way.

For members wanting just a limited presence, you can exhibit in a shared space with a banner and literature. all  
SOlarunITeD members receive access to the SOlarunITeD lounge with refreshments, meeting space, and internet 
connection. exhibiting in the SOlarunITeD Member Pavillion allows your company to:

u leverage a strong brand image
u access a premium exhibition area in a high traffic zone
u Benefit from cost savings owing to economies of scale in the acquisition of goods and services
u Meet your customers and network

MEMBER PAVILLON: 
Booking package for SOLARUNITED members: 2600 €
Booking package for non-members: 2800 €

The following services for exhibitors are included in all booking packages:
u Cabinet, display, lighting, seating and power supply 
u Show marketing on IPVea website and e-mail campaigns 
u access to the IPVea hospitality bar 
u Personal supporting staff 
u Company branding in IPVea press releases 
u Invitation to IPVea’s  stand party 
u Provision of 4 exhibition Passes 
u Presentation in the Catalogue 
u Presentation for exhibitors on the eu PVSeC Website 
 u contact details from each exhibitor incl. logo 
 u link to the exhibitor’s website 
 u link to your Product news 
 u link to your job offers (Jobs4PV) 
 u link to technical hall layouts and technical 

u Visitor Marketing 
 u exhibitors’ Manual available on website 
 u download of official banners 
 u download of official eu PVSeC logo 
u Press Services 
u access to the Welcome reception 
u Presentation of company’s job ads at Jobs4PV booth 

interested to Participate – Contact: 
ekus@ipvea.com or
Bernhard.Krause@go-metacom.de
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News about the World’s Largest  
PV Conference EU PVSEC 2017

See you at the

EU PVSEC 2017
25 - 29 Sept. 2017
rai Convention & Exhibition Centre
amsterdam, the Netherlands

   Great Response to EU PVSEC 2017’s Call For Papers  
 
Over 1250 abstracts have been received for the Call for Papers of the 33rd european Photovoltaic Solar 
energy Conference and exhibition (eu PVSeC) in amsterdam, The netherlands, from 25-29 September 
2017.

arno Smets, General Chairman of the upcoming eu PVSeC 2017 commented, “I am very happy with 
the large number of abstracts submitted. The submissions demonstrate that the interest in photovoltaics 
keeps on growing.”

The abstracts were received from corresponding authors in 70 countries. Most abstracts were handed  
in from Germany with a share of around 21 %, followed by the host country The netherlands (8 %). 
around half of the top 10 respondents came from european countries, including France (5 %), Italy  
(4 %), Switzerland (4 %) and Spain (3 %). Scientists from asia’s leading PV nations have shown big 
interest in eu PVSeC as well, with most abstracts coming from Japan (5 %), China (4 %), Korea (3 %), 
Taiwan (3 %) and India (3 %). Further top contributors are the uS (4 %) and from north africa, Morocco 
(4 %), a pioneer in off-grid solar and currently developing some of the most ambitious utility-scale solar 
power projects on that continent. 

Message from the eu PVSeC General Chairman Professor arno Smets: “The PV revolution is just beginning! 
I am honoured to host a world-leading scientific solar knowledge-exchange platform eu PVSeC in the 
beautiful city of amsterdam in my home country, The netherlands from 25 - 29. September 2017.” 

The 33rd edition of the european Photovoltaic energy Conference and exhibition, offers you, once again, 
an excellent opportunity to absorb, update and discuss the most recent and relevant developments in 
photovoltaics. More: https://www.photovoltaic-conference.com/home/chairmans-message-2017.html
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